Evidence for a human-specific mechanism for diet and antibody-mediated inflammation in carcinoma progression
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Patients with cancer have circulating heterophile antibodies that agglutinate animal red cells via recognition of the mammalian cell surface sialic acid N-glycolyneuraminic acid (Neu5GaC), which was long considered an oncofetal antigen in humans. However, humans are genetically deficient in Neu5GaC production and instead metabolically accumulate Neu5GaC from dietary sources, particularly red meats and milk products. Moreover, mice with a human-like defect showed no alternate pathway for Neu5GaC synthesis and even normal humans express anti-Neu5GaC antibodies. We show here that human tumors accumulate Neu5GaC that is covalently attached to multiple classes of glycans. The paradox of human tumor Neu5GaC accumulation in the face of circulating anti-Neu5GaC antibodies was hypothesized to be due to facilitation of tumor progression by the resulting low-grade chronic inflammation. Indeed, murine tumors expressing human-like levels of Neu5GaC show accelerated growth in syngeneic mice with a human-like Neu5GaC deficiency, coincident with the induction of anti-Neu5GaC antibodies and increased infiltration of inflammatory cells. Transfer of polyclonal monospecific syngeneic mouse anti-Neu5GaC serum also enhanced growth of transplanted syngeneic tumors bearing human-like levels of Neu5GaC, with tumors showing evidence for antibody deposition, enhanced angiogenesis and chronic inflammation. These effects were suppressed by a cyclooxygenase-2 inhibitor, a drug type known to reduce human carcinoma risk. Finally, affinity-purified human anti-Neu5GaC antibodies also accelerate growth of Neu5GaC-containing tumors in Neu5GaC-deficient mice. Taken together, the data suggest that the human propensity to develop diet-related carcinomas is contributed to by local chronic inflammation, resulting from interaction of metabolically-accumulated dietary Neu5GaC with circulating anti-Neu5GaC antibodies.

A prominent feature of malignant human tumors is the aberrant expression of cell-surface glycans, especially an enrichment of certain sialic acid containing antigens (for review see ref. 1). The majority of sialylated tumor markers in humans involve changes in presentation of the common human sialic acid N-acetylglycosaminic acid (Neu5Ac). Another sialic acid called N-glycolyneuraminic acid (Neu5GaC) is abundant in most mammals, but not in normal humans, due to a deletion in the human gene coding for CMP-Neu5Ac hydroxylase (2, 3), the enzyme responsible for Neu5GaC biosynthesis. Despite no known alternative pathway for Neu5GaC biosynthesis in humans, there is evidence (primarily based on antibodies) that this sialic acid accumulates in human tumors, including colon carcinomas, retinoblastomas, breast cancers, and melanomas (4–8). Our data suggest that it might be explained by incorporation from dietary sources, predominantly red meats and milk products (8), foods that have also been epidemiologically linked to the increased cancer risk (9–17). We have shown that uptake of Neu5GaC into human tumor cells in vitro occurs primarily by macropinocytosis and delivery into the cytosolic compartment via a lysosomal transporter (18), and that this process is enhanced by high cell growth rates (19). Furthermore, hypoxic conditions in tumors can up-regulate expression of the lysosomal Sia transporter (20). Once it reaches the cytosolic compartment of human cells, the Neu5GaC molecule can be activated and incorporated into cell surface molecules as if it was originally made in the same cell (18). We therefore suggested that similar mechanisms might explain the apparent accumulation of Neu5GaC in tumor cells in vivo.

The epitope recognized by heterophile serum sickness “Hanganutziu-Deicher (HD)” antibodies involves Neu5GaC (21, 22). These antibodies were originally described in patients injected with animal serum. However, they were later detected in some disease-related human sera, without the patients having ever received animal sera. Prominent among these were cancer patients (23). More recently, we have shown that even normal humans can have high levels of anti-Neu5GaC antibodies (19, 24). Thus we have an apparent paradox wherein human tumors are claimed to accumulate Neu5GaC in the face of circulating anti-Neu5GaC antibodies.

One possible explanation is that the resulting low-grade chronic inflammation is insufficient to kill the tumor and instead facilitates tumor progression. Indeed, a potential tumor-promoting role for the adaptive immune system was described over 50 years ago and emphasized by Prehn (25–27), suggesting that a moderate anti-tumor immune reaction may not eliminate, but instead stimulate, tumor growth and survival. This concept of a bimodal response of the immune system to tumors is now regaining acceptance, and the stimulating effect of weak immune responses is thought to be mediated by growth-promoting and angiogenic signals originating from infiltrating innate immune cells (28–32). Indeed, many cancers are associated with chronic inflammation (29, 32–34), and there is good evidence from others that chronic activation of innate immune cells can promote carcinogenesis (30, 32). Similar roles have been suggested for adaptive immune cells (33–35), including evidence of antibodies generating inflammatory conditions and facilitating malignant progression in a mouse model of skin cancer (36). Based on these considerations, we have studied the non-human sialic acid Neu5GaC as a potential molecular link between diet, autoreactive antibodies, and the progression of human cancer.

Results

Human Malignancies Express Neu5GaC-Containing Glycans. Use of an affinity-purified polyclonal monospecific anti-Neu5GaC chicken IgY antibody confirmed prior reports of the expression of the non-human sialic acid, Neu5GaC, in human tumor samples (8). Further
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Table 1. Presence of Neu5Gc in pancreatic, breast, and ovary cancer tissue extracts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Glycosphingolipids</th>
<th>N-glycans</th>
<th>O-glycans</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ovary (normal)</td>
<td>&lt;0.25%</td>
<td>&lt;0.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ovarian cancer</td>
<td>2.34%</td>
<td>1.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pancreatic cancer</td>
<td>1.33%</td>
<td>3.33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast cancer</td>
<td>2.43%</td>
<td>1.03%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ovarian, pancreatic, and breast carcinoma extracts were fractionated into glycan classes, and Neu5Gc content was analyzed by DMB-derivatization and HPLC analysis, as described in SI Text.

studies (not shown) demonstrated anti-Neu5Gc IgY binding to 5/8 breast carcinomas, 3/3 ovarian carcinomas, 2/4 prostate carcinomas, 1/4 lung carcinomas, and 1/1 neuroblastomas from humans. Prior chemical evidence for human tumor Neu5Gc has been limited, primarily to detection of free Neu5Gc in acid hydrolysates of lipid extracts and mucins (37, 38). We chemically analyzed the Neu5Gc content of three such tumors (lung, pancreatic, ovarian), fractionating extracts into multiple glycan classes and studying the saccharide profile by DMB-derivatization and HPLC analysis. We found that Neu5Gc was present at levels in the range of 1–4% of total sialic acids within each glycan class (Table 1), levels much higher than what we previously found in normal human tissues (8). Further analysis of the N-glycans by mass spectrometry provided direct evidence for covalently-bound Neu5Gc in these molecules from all the three types of cancers (an example of N-glycan profiling is shown in supporting information (SI) Fig. S1).

Neu5Gc-Expressing Tumors in Neu5Gc-Deficient Mice Induce Antibodies and Grow Faster. To model and test the hypothesis that chronic inflammation resulting from the combination of Neu5Gc in tumors and circulating anti-Neu5Gc antibodies can enhance human carcinoma progression, we turned to our recently generated Cmah−/− mice, with a human-like deficiency of Neu5Gc (39). Although such mice could accumulate Neu5Gc into a transgenic oncogene-induced mammary tumor (39), it took a long time and levels were much lower than seen in human tumors. This is presumably because of the much longer periods of time (years) during which human tumors can grow and accumulate Neu5Gc. The aggressive nature of such murine tumor models did not allow us to mimic the human Neu5Gc loading over time, since the experiments had to be terminated within a month of tumor onset, due to the size of the developed tumors.

To better mimic the human condition, we therefore did further studies using selected C57BL/6 syngeneic mouse tumor lines, which express Neu5Gc at levels similar to those we found in human tumors. Syngeneic B16 melanoma cells (expressing approximately 5% Neu5Gc) were first inoculated s.c. into Cmah−/− or wild-type mice, to study the possible formation and role of anti-Neu5Gc antibodies in the Cmah−/− mice, in which a Neu5Gc-expressing tumor is expected to be seen as foreign. Wild-type mice on the other hand would not react as much to this syngeneic tumor cell line, as they already express Neu5Gc and thus cannot mount a major antibody immune response against it. There was a clear trend toward larger tumors in the Cmah−/− background (Fig. 1A, P = 0.06, as with all tumor growth experiments, there was scatter in the data). Furthermore, there was an increase in infiltration of inflammatory cells as shown by staining of Mac-1 positive cells (Fig. 1B).

Sera from these tumor-bearing mice also showed spontaneous appearance of IgM and IgG Neu5Gc-specific antibodies, with levels varying amongst individual mice, but the overall result being highly significant (Fig. 1C). Such immune responses were primarily found in Cmah−/− mice compared to wild-type mice (Fig. 1C), supporting the hypothesis that tumor growth is enhanced by anti-Neu5Gc immune responses that can only occur in the null mice. Further detailed studies in the B16 melanoma system were not possible because of very rapid growth, causing ulceration and loss of tumor mass, and the individual variability of spontaneous anti-Neu5Gc responses. An additional difficulty is that intentional preimmunization of Cmah−/− mice with Neu5Gc-containing antigens gave variable immune responses in individual mice (data not shown).

Generation of Polyclonal Anti-Neu5Gc-Specific Antibodies in Syngeneic Mice for Passive Transfer. To better control further studies and to simultaneously confirm antibody involvement, we turned to the
use of passive transfer of serum pooled from multiple immunized syngeneic mice. We generated a pool of syngeneic serum IgG specifically reactive with at least two different Neu5Gc-containing epitopes along with a well-matched control serum pool immunized and adsorbed in the identical manner (Fig. 2A). To elicit a broad polyclonal response covering many Neu5Gc-containing epitopes, we chose red blood cell (RBC) membranes ghosts from chimpanzees as the immunogen with human RBC ghosts as controls (these two cell types are extremely similar, with the major difference being the presence or absence of Neu5Gc) (40). To remove any resulting non-sialic acid dependent antibodies while retaining the Neu5Gc-reactive antibodies, RBC-immunized mouse sera were adsorbed repeatedly against human RBCs, until there was no more reactivity against the human cells. The resulting adsorbed chimpanzee RBC-immunized serum was indeed selectively reactive with Neu5Gc-containing epitopes (Fig. 2A), while the corresponding control serum was not (data not shown).

### Cyclooxygenase-2-Dependent Inflammation and Angiogenesis

Exactly as predicted from earlier hypotheses on the bimodal responses of tumors to the immune system (25, 33, 34), we found that while a high dose of the anti-Neu5Gc antibody (passive transfer of 200 μl of immune but not control serum) was inhibitory for B16 tumor growth, a lower dose (20 μl of immune serum) stimulated growth (data not shown). The lower dose delivers 14.4 μg of mouse anti-Neu5Gc IgG into a mouse with an extracellular fluid volume of approximately 2 ml, i.e., a final concentration of antibodies within the range we found in some normal humans (24). As mentioned earlier, the rapid growth of B16 tumors made it difficult to follow the consequences in a reliable fashion. We therefore switched to another syngeneic tumor (the mouse colon adenocarcinoma MC-38), which also happens to express Neu5Gc in a range similar to that which we found in human tumors (1–4%). The anti-Neu5Gc serum pool recognized these syngeneic MC-38 tumor cells in flow cytometry, with no binding of the control serum (Fig. 2B). These tumor cells were injected into Cmah−/− mice, which were subsequently injected with 20 μl of control or anti-Neu5Gc containing serum on day 5–7. As hypothesized, we saw clearly enhanced growth of MC-38 tumor cells in the mice receiving the anti-Neu5Gc serum (Fig. 2C, P < 0.05 and Fig. 3A, P < 0.001).

Increased tumor deposition of IgG was seen only in the Cmah−/− mice that received anti-Neu5Gc antibodies, but not in those receiving control serum (Fig. 3B and C). Furthermore, tumors in the former mice showed increased infiltration of inflammatory cells and increased vascular density, indicating enhanced angiogenesis (Fig. 3B and C). Many human tumors are known to have increased expression of cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2), which can regulate the actions of the angiogenic factor vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), as well as multiple inflammatory pathways (41). Inhibition by a specific COX-2 inhibitor (NS-398) had no significant effect on IgG deposition in tumors, but reduced inflammation and angiogenesis in the anti-Neu5Gc antibody exposed tumors (Fig. 3B). Importantly, the effect on tumor growth was also abrogated, and the tumor weight in mice receiving NS-398 was reduced to control levels (Fig. 3A). This data also fit well with the known effects of aspirin and non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) such as selective cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2) inhibitors, which have been shown to reduce cancer risk in humans (41–43).

### Affinity-Purified Anti-Neu5Gc Antibodies from Humans Can Enhance Tumor Growth

In a recent study, we showed that we could affinity-purify polyclonal monospecific anti-Neu5Gc antibodies from human serum (24). As shown in Fig. 4A, these specific antibodies could also react with the MC-38 mouse tumor cells that intrinsically express low levels of Neu5Gc. Similar to the mouse antibody data, we found that injection of high levels of affinity-purified human antibodies tended to inhibit the growth of the MC-38 tumor cells in the Cmah−/− null mice (data not shown). However, when used at intermediate dosage ranges (1 μg/g body weight), human anti-Neu5Gc antibodies caused a clear increase in the average weight of the tumors (Fig. 4B, P = 0.06 for the higher of the two doses used), while a lower dose (0.5 μg/g) did not. In this experiment, we also followed the tumor growth on a daily basis. As shown in Fig. 4C, the tumors exposed to the antibodies showed early growth rate acceleration, which accounted at least in part for the final average increase in tumor size. When this serial data were analyzed by a two-way ANOVA statistic, it showed a highly significant result for the difference in tumor volume from those in PBS-injected mice (P < 0.01 on day 18).

### Discussion

Here we have provided chemical confirmation for the covalent addition of Neu5Gc to multiple classes of human tumor glycans and addressed a long-standing mystery in human tumor biology, that such increased Neu5Gc expression occurs in human tumors that are progressing in the face of an anti-Neu5Gc antibody response in the circulation. Knowing now that antibodies against Neu5Gc are much more common in normal humans than previously recognized (19, 24), we hypothesized that they contribute to tumor progression by stimulating inflammation via binding to Neu5Gc-positive tumor cells. The antibody deposition could then trigger infiltration and activation of inflammatory cells by activation of the complement system and/or the engagement of Fc receptors. Indeed, we demonstrate here that the combination of tumor-associated Neu5Gc and circulating anti-Neu5Gc antibodies promotes tumor growth, by inducing weak inflammation, causing infiltration of inflammatory cells and enhanced angiogenesis. These findings were further
supported by COX-2 inhibition, which reduced the inflammation and decreased angiogenesis in the tumors. Thus, the paradoxical presence of increased Neu5Gc in human tumors in the face of an anti-Neu5Gc antibody response is likely because Neu5Gc incorporation confers a selective advantage to tumor cells that are best at accumulating Neu5Gc, due to the effects of the weak immune response in supporting early growth and angiogenesis. Importantly, these data are also consistent with the apparent rarity of such carcinomas in our closest evolutionary cousins the chimpanzees (45), who normally express Neu5Gc and thus do not make antibodies against it (8).

The modern focus on immunotherapy of cancer has tended to direct attention toward the potential role of the immune system in preventing and/or treating cancers (46, 47). Indeed, there is evidence that immune reactions against tumors are a mechanism of “host defense” (35), and this forms the basis for many popular approaches toward cancer immunotherapy (47). Thus, there is a need to explain the paradox of Neu5Gc accumulating on tumor cell surfaces in the face of circulating anti-Neu5Gc antibodies. In fact, older studies showed that lower level chronic immune responses...
of two independent experiments. (Neu5Gc antibodies) as the control for binding. Data shown is representative purified human anti-Neu5Gc IgG antibodies were biotinylated and binding to dose had larger tumors relative to the lower dose or control. (harvested and weighed, showing that mice receiving the higher antibody group), control mice were injected with PBS (18940/1002). Five days later, affinity purified human anti-Neu5Gc antibodies in each individual experiment were killed/harvested on the same day), tumors in both cell lines are antigenic. Both cell lines were antigenic to C57BL/6 background and were cultured in DMEM with 10% FCS. All media and additives were from Life Technologies (Invitrogen), except for FCS, which was from HyClone. All cells were incubated at 37 °C with 5% CO2. Before use, cells were released by incubation in PBS with 2 mmol/L EDTA at 37 °C for 5 to 10 min, and washed in PBS with Ca2+ and Mg2+ and glucose before suspending in the same buffer for i.v. injection. Mice were injected s.c. in the shaved flank with 0.5 × 106 cells. On day 5, anti-Neu5Gc antibodies from mouse or human were injected i.p. NS-398 (Cayman Chemical) was dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide and injected i.p. into some mice as indicated in the text, which received 10 mg/kg of body weight every 3 days (total of three injections) immediately after injection of the tumor cells. The equivalent amount of dimethyl sulfoxide alone was injected i.p. into the other two groups of mice. Tumor growth was evaluated bi-weekly (mouse antibodies experiments) or daily (human antibodies experiment). At 2–3 weeks after injection (all mouse groups in each individual experiment were killed/harvested on the same day), tumors were removed from the flank, weighed, measured, cryoprotected with OCT, and frozen in a dry-ice/isopentane slurry. Tumor volume was calculated either by multiplying the longest dimension by the shortest dimension squared, or by the formula 0.5 × x × y × z. Serial tumor sections were stained with hematoxylin and eosin. For the immunostaining experiments, biotinylated rat anti-mouse CD31, biotinylated rat anti-mouse Mac-1 and biotinylated rat anti mouse Gr-1 were from BDPharmingen. Binding of biotinylated antibodies was detected with Cy3-conjugated streptavidin (Jackson ImmunoResearch). FITC labeled anti-mouse IgG was from Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories. Quantitation of positive staining was performed using Adobe Photoshop (53).

Recent work by others has demonstrated that artificially-induced antibody-antigen reactions in premalignant or malignant tissues can set up a vicious cycle, in which the resulting chronic inflammation supports tumor progression, even while further boosting antibody responses (31, 33, 34). Our study shows how this mechanism could occur in a natural setting of human cancer. Notably, we also found that high levels of antibody administration in our experimental setting could instead inhibit tumor growth. This is also consistent with the original concept of a dualistic response of the tumor to the immune system. In this regard, it remains to be seen if very high natural levels of these antibodies might actually inhibit tumor growth and be protective in humans, and/or if such antibodies could eventually be isolated and harnessed for therapeutic purposes. Meanwhile, we have provided a novel explanation for the association of certain mammalian-derived foods with the incidence of various human carcinomas. To our knowledge, this is also the first example wherein a non-human dietary molecule becomes metabolically and covalently incorporated onto human cell surfaces, even in the face of an immune response against it.

**Methods**

**Glycomic Analysis of Tumor Samples.** To examine all of the three major classes of sialylated glycoscs (N-glycans, O-glycans, and glycosphingolipids) for Neu5Gc content, tumor tissues were extracted using a previously described protocol with some modifications (50–52) (See SI Text). Samples were studied for sialic acid content by DB8-derivatization and HPLC analysis and the N-glycans profiled by MALDI-TOF Mass spectrometry (See SI Text).

**Mice and Experimental Tumor Growth Assays.** Cmah−/− mice were generated as previously described (39). All mice were bred in a congenic C57BL/6 background and maintained in the University of California, San Diego vivarium according to Institutional Review Board guidelines for the care and use of laboratory animals. Mouse melanoma B16F1 cells were from ATCC and the mouse colon adenocarcinoma cell line MC-38 was a kind gift from J. Schom (National Cancer Institute, Bethesda, MD). Cells were a gift from Dr. T. K. E. Ince (Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA). Cell lines were maintained in RPMI 1640 containing 10% fetal calf serum (FCS) and antibiotics. Both cell lines were antigenic to C57BL/6 background and were cultured in DMEM with 10% FCS. All media and additives were from Life Technologies (Invitrogen), except for FCS, which was from HyClone. All cells were incubated at 37 °C with 5% CO2. Before use, cells were released by incubation in PBS with 2 mmol/L EDTA at 37 °C for 5 to 10 min, and washed in PBS with Ca2+ , Mg2+ and glucose before suspending in the same buffer for i.v. injection. Mice were injected s.c. in the shaved flank with 0.5 × 106 cells. On day 5, anti-Neu5Gc antibodies from mouse or human were injected i.p. NS-398 (Cayman Chemical) was dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide and injected i.p. into some mice as indicated in the text, which received 10 mg/kg of body weight every 3 days (total of three injections) immediately after injection of the tumor cells. The equivalent amount of dimethyl sulfoxide alone was injected i.p. into the other two groups of mice. Tumor growth was evaluated bi-weekly (mouse antibodies experiments) or daily (human antibodies experiment). At 2–3 weeks after injection (all mouse groups in each individual experiment were killed/harvested on the same day), tumors were removed from the flank, weighed, measured, cryoprotected with OCT, and frozen in a dry-ice/isopentane slurry. Tumor volume was calculated either by multiplying the longest dimension by the shortest dimension squared, or by the formula 0.5 × x × y × z. Serial tumor sections were stained with hematoxylin and eosin. For the immunostaining experiments, biotinylated rat anti-mouse CD31, biotinylated rat anti-mouse Mac-1 and biotinylated rat anti mouse Gr-1 were from BDPharmingen. Binding of biotinylated antibodies was detected with Cy3-conjugated streptavidin (Jackson ImmunoResearch). FITC labeled anti-mouse IgG was from Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories. Quantitation of positive staining was performed using Adobe Photoshop (53).
ELISA Assays for Detection of Polyvalent Anti-Neu5Gc Antibodies in Mice. Microtiter plate (Costar) wells were coated with 300 ng per well of Neu5Gc-polyacylaldehyde (PAA), or Neu5Gc–2–6GalNAc–PAA (or with human or chimpanzee serum at 1:1 dilution - Neu5Gc negative and positive respectively) in 50 mM sodium carbonate-bicarbonate buffer, pH 9.5, at 4 °C overnight. After washing with TBS, pH 7.5, and blocking with TBS/2 % sheep serum, triplicate wells were incubated with 1:50 dilutions of serum in TBS at room temperature for 2 h. Plates were washed five times with TBS and incubated with alkaline phosphatase-conjugated donkey anti-mouse IgG (Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories) or anti-mouse IgM (Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories) each diluted in TBST at 1:5,000, at room temperature for 1 h. The IgG and IgM anti-Neu5Gc were quantitated using a standard curve of normal mouse IgG coated to the wells under the same general conditions.

Preparation of RBC Membranes. Chimpanzee RBC hemolysis was performed using 30 volumes of ice-cold 5 % Tris-HCl pH 7.4, 5 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, pH 8.0, followed by centrifugation at 20,000 × g for 15 min at 4 °C. Pelleted membranes were washed in the same buffer until white. CrmAb2immunized mice were mixed with 200 μl of these RBC membrane ghosts (200 μg in 100 μl PBS mixed with equal volume Freund’s complete adjuvant) by intra-peritoneal injection. A booster injection using Freund’s incomplete adjuvant with the same amount of immunogen was given two weeks later. Two weeks after the boost, serum was collected for analysis of anti-Neu5Gc responses. Positive sera were pooled and non-specific RBC reactivity was removed by repeated adsorption against human RBCs. Adsorption was performed using 100 μl packed washed human RBC incubated with pooled positive or negative control sera at 4 °C for 2 h and the RBCs subsequently removed by centrifugation. This procedure was repeated a total of three times, until the sera had no reactivity to human RBC, but continued reactivity with chimpanzee RBCs. The mouse anti-Neu5Gc IgG was quantitated using a standard curve of normal mouse IgG coated to the wells as described above.

Affinity Purification of Human Anti-Neu5Gc Antibodies. Anti-Neu5Gc antibodies were purified from pooled human IgG on sequential affinity columns with immobilized human or chimpanzee sialylglycoproteins (rich with Neu5Ac or Neu5Gc respectively) as previously described (49) and biotinylated using the EZ-Link Micro Sulfo-NHS-Biotinylation Kit (Pierce), according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Flow Cytometry Analysis of MC-38 Cells. Cells were detached using PBS containing 2 mM EDTA. After blocking with HBSS containing 1 % BSA (HBSS/BSA), cells were incubated with mouse serum samples (diluted 1:50) or affinity purified anti-Neu5Gc antibodies (diluted 1:30) for 30 min on ice. After washing with HBSS/BSA, FITC-conjugated anti-mouse IgG or Cy5-streptavidin (Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories) were subsequently added and incubated for 30 min on ice. Cells were washed with HBSS/BSA and analyzed by flow cytometry.
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